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through mayo clinic special topics in health care cme cutting edge
information is presented on healthcare delivery clinical practice medical
research quality improvements and more to help physicians advanced
practice providers and nurses best serve the patient live and livestream
special topics in healthcare courses start date undergraduate special
topics courses cse 390s count towards general electives not cse electives
if a cse 390 course does count towards cse elective requirements it will
be noted in the course description cse 492 seminars are credit no credit
cse majors may count up to 2 credits of cse 301 engr 321 and or cse 492
towards cse senior provides for the study of topics of current interest in
computer science a foundations b software systems c programming
languages and software engineering d information management e
architecture f networking g security h scientific computing i intelligent
and interactive systems n general cmpsc 190a in special topics in social
studies an elective course students are provided the opportunity to
develop a greater understanding of the historic political economic
geographic multicultural and social forces that have shaped their lives
and the world in which they live with warmth and candor special topics in
being a human calls out social inequities and injustices in traditional
advice giving validates your feelings asks a lot of questions and tries to
help you be your best possible self with kindness compassion and humor
cs special topics courses have the following numbering system 190
courses 291 courses applications 292 courses foundations 293 courses
systems special topics in art history unit 1 arches at risk cultural heritage
education series a beginner s guide whose art museums and repatriation
ruins reconstruction and renewal place and identity the many forms of
iconoclasm special topics courses x94 are intended to provide a platform
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for faculty to teach a class that might address a timely issue e g a current
election or to try out new course ideas before submitting the course for
approval and publication in the undergraduate catalog under its own
course number among the learning opportunities you will have in this
special topics course are seeing what digital campaigning can offer join a
class that lets you potentially become the expert advising a campaign on
a new style of social network based campaigning from virtual town halls
to zoom fundraising topics vary by semester and section from the
different areas of psychology biological cognitive developmental or
personality social consent of instructor and or specific prerequisites may
be required for specific offerings a special topics course is defined as any
course offered for credit in which the subject matter or content may vary
within specific sections across terms as indicated by that course s title
and description in course inventory math 290 special topics in the history
of mathematics spring 2023 instructor lillian pierce have you ever
wondered where the numerical shapes 0 1 2 3 come from who came up
with using the symbol pi would we think about math differently if we used
different symbols how did people ever start thinking about solving
equations through readings and discussions students will critically
engage with foundational and leading edge perspectives on diverse
topics such as systems thinking for sustainable computing sustainability
in through design collapse informatics fighting climate misinformation
and climate anxiety as well as how knowledge and tools from the fields of
courses special topics courses cover some of our most innovative and
promising research directions they are often prototypes of new courses
that we are developing special topics courses offer variable course
content so each semester s offerings are unique term summer 2024 we
aren t offering any courses in summer 2024 fall 2024 special topics
offered fall 2024 ugba 96 2 demystifying marketing with judy hopelain
ugba 127 corporate financial reporting with tanya paul ugba 137 financial
statement modeling with jenny herbert creek ugba 190d design thinking
with mariana somma special topics courses provide an opportunity for in
depth study of topics not offered elsewhere and of topics of current
significance cis4930 for undergraduate students cis6930 for graduate
students brief descriptions and expected prerequisites can be found
below cis4930 introduction to virtual reality instructor alexandre gomes
de siqueira specific themes to be considered include race and democracy
the politics of recognition and the ethics of identity here are 50 ideas for
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a narrative paragraph or essay remember to tell a story of your own 50
process analysis topics process analysis essays explain how something is
done or should be done one step at a time based on feedback from our
esteemed mediation skills alums we have put together a series of
webinars on topics related to aspects of mediation that beginning and
intermediate mediators have found to be particularly challenging you can
sign up for one several or the whole series while we will not have a
formal screening process explore popular experiences see what other
travelers like to do based on ratings and number of bookings see all day
trips 268 city tours 352 points of interest landmarks 839 street food tours
69 cultural tours 575 theme parks 24 culinary tours 93 historical tours
514 art museums 130 cooking classes 144 half day tours 441



special topics in health care cme mayo clinic May 04 2024 through mayo
clinic special topics in health care cme cutting edge information is
presented on healthcare delivery clinical practice medical research
quality improvements and more to help physicians advanced practice
providers and nurses best serve the patient live and livestream special
topics in healthcare courses start date
undergraduate special topics courses paul g allen school Apr 03
2024 undergraduate special topics courses cse 390s count towards
general electives not cse electives if a cse 390 course does count
towards cse elective requirements it will be noted in the course
description cse 492 seminars are credit no credit cse majors may count
up to 2 credits of cse 301 engr 321 and or cse 492 towards cse senior
special topics in computer science ucsb computer science Mar 02
2024 provides for the study of topics of current interest in computer
science a foundations b software systems c programming languages and
software engineering d information management e architecture f
networking g security h scientific computing i intelligent and interactive
systems n general cmpsc 190a
113 47 special topics in social studies breakouts Feb 01 2024 in special
topics in social studies an elective course students are provided the
opportunity to develop a greater understanding of the historic political
economic geographic multicultural and social forces that have shaped
their lives and the world in which they live
special topics in being a human a queer and tender guide to Dec 31 2023
with warmth and candor special topics in being a human calls out social
inequities and injustices in traditional advice giving validates your
feelings asks a lot of questions and tries to help you be your best possible
self with kindness compassion and humor
special topics and seminars ucsb computer science Nov 29 2023 cs
special topics courses have the following numbering system 190 courses
291 courses applications 292 courses foundations 293 courses systems
special topics in art history arts and humanities khan Oct 29 2023
special topics in art history unit 1 arches at risk cultural heritage
education series a beginner s guide whose art museums and repatriation
ruins reconstruction and renewal place and identity the many forms of
iconoclasm
special topics courses and the core university of san diego Sep 27
2023 special topics courses x94 are intended to provide a platform for



faculty to teach a class that might address a timely issue e g a current
election or to try out new course ideas before submitting the course for
approval and publication in the undergraduate catalog under its own
course number
pol s 299 a special topics in political science Aug 27 2023 among
the learning opportunities you will have in this special topics course are
seeing what digital campaigning can offer join a class that lets you
potentially become the expert advising a campaign on a new style of
social network based campaigning from virtual town halls to zoom
fundraising
special topics in psychology department of psychology Jul 26 2023
topics vary by semester and section from the different areas of
psychology biological cognitive developmental or personality social
consent of instructor and or specific prerequisites may be required for
specific offerings
special topics courses the office of the university Jun 24 2023 a
special topics course is defined as any course offered for credit in which
the subject matter or content may vary within specific sections across
terms as indicated by that course s title and description in course
inventory
special topics in mathematics department of mathematics May 24 2023
math 290 special topics in the history of mathematics spring 2023
instructor lillian pierce have you ever wondered where the numerical
shapes 0 1 2 3 come from who came up with using the symbol pi would
we think about math differently if we used different symbols how did
people ever start thinking about solving equations
info 290 special topics in information uc berkeley school Apr 22
2023 through readings and discussions students will critically engage
with foundational and leading edge perspectives on diverse topics such
as systems thinking for sustainable computing sustainability in through
design collapse informatics fighting climate misinformation and climate
anxiety as well as how knowledge and tools from the fields of
special topics department of computer science and Mar 22 2023
courses special topics courses cover some of our most innovative and
promising research directions they are often prototypes of new courses
that we are developing special topics courses offer variable course
content so each semester s offerings are unique term summer 2024 we
aren t offering any courses in summer 2024 fall 2024



special topics business administration courses berkeley haas Feb
18 2023 special topics offered fall 2024 ugba 96 2 demystifying
marketing with judy hopelain ugba 127 corporate financial reporting with
tanya paul ugba 137 financial statement modeling with jenny herbert
creek ugba 190d design thinking with mariana somma
cise special topics courses spring 2023 computer Jan 20 2023
special topics courses provide an opportunity for in depth study of topics
not offered elsewhere and of topics of current significance cis4930 for
undergraduate students cis6930 for graduate students brief descriptions
and expected prerequisites can be found below cis4930 introduction to
virtual reality instructor alexandre gomes de siqueira
special topics in political theory democracy and diversity Dec 19
2022 specific themes to be considered include race and democracy the
politics of recognition and the ethics of identity
501 different topics for essays and speeches thoughtco Nov 17 2022 here
are 50 ideas for a narrative paragraph or essay remember to tell a story
of your own 50 process analysis topics process analysis essays explain
how something is done or should be done one step at a time
special topics in mediation federal mediation and Oct 17 2022
based on feedback from our esteemed mediation skills alums we have
put together a series of webinars on topics related to aspects of
mediation that beginning and intermediate mediators have found to be
particularly challenging you can sign up for one several or the whole
series while we will not have a formal screening process
the 15 best things to do in tokyo 2024 with photos Sep 15 2022 explore
popular experiences see what other travelers like to do based on ratings
and number of bookings see all day trips 268 city tours 352 points of
interest landmarks 839 street food tours 69 cultural tours 575 theme
parks 24 culinary tours 93 historical tours 514 art museums 130 cooking
classes 144 half day tours 441
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